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The Rushwick Curriculum:
‘Learning to Live, Living to Learn’
Rushwick C of E Primary School produces children who are well prepared for the challenges of the
future and show kindness in all that they do. We pride ourselves in nurturing children who treat
everyone the way they wish to be treated themselves, and in doing so safeguard our golden rules for
living a happy life where we can also make a positive difference to the lives of others.
At Rushwick C of E Primary School, everything we do is about us ‘learning to live and living to learn’.
Our curriculum is rooted in growing our vocabulary and learning about the world around us,
whether it be through helping to protect the environment, celebrating diversity of life in modern
Britain, or immersing ourselves in current affairs.
Rushwick C of E Primary School offers a wide curriculum, taught as individual discrete subjects. Areas
of learning are given exciting launches, to enable the children a chance to explore their learning in
depth and a final celebration occurs at the end. A progression of learning has been carefully mapped
from Reception to Year 6, noting cross curricular links where appropriate. Underpinning the pupil’s
learning, we promote whole school Christian values every half term, which are rooted in theology.
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Discussions amongst some of our children (chosen by their peers to represent the school as
‘Curriculum ambassadors’) have enabled us to categorise the following three principles for
how the curriculum at Rushwick is best represented.

Our Curriculum ambassadors held class discussions within their year group to find out what
our pupils felt our Curriculum offer should entail. What made them excited about learning?
What key skills did they feel it was important that Rushwick Primary School pupils left the
school with? A lot of suggestions were shared and after analysing the suggestions, three
overriding principles were clearly evident. Some of the principles are interconnected and to
show the fluidity between them they have been placed on a cog mechanism to emphasise
how they all have to drive forward together in motion, which represents the Rushwick C of E
Primary School learning experience.

